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for Implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development (Bangkok, Thailand 24-26 August, 2016)

Components of the national statistical
system
• Legal framework – enabling legislation setting out role and authority
• Strategic planning – annual corporate plan and report to government
• Advocacy for the improvement of national statistical systems – legislated
role to coordinate and expectation to lead, significant focus in last 5 years
• Coordination among agencies of the NSS – stovepiped (subject area)
approaches (bilaterals) no national plans as such
• Engagement between data users and data producers – user engagement
ok, work to do still re provider engagement, no user-producer dialogues
• Modernisation of statistical organisation – yes, heavily based around
international standards and frameworks
• Quality assurance and dissemination policies – well placed
• Human resources and skills – historic emphasis on technical skills,
traditionally workforce stable
• Statistical infrastructure – old and high risk, key driver of transformation
• Data sources - exploding
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Drivers of change

Need
for faster
decisions

New statistical
possibilities to
solve complex
problems and
opportunities to
use ‘big data’

Reviews
of the
ABS

Reviews
of the
ABS

Growing
stakeholder
and community
expectations

Ageing
systems and
manual
processes

Capability Review findings
The Capability Review showed a shared ABS culture of:
• Ethical behaviour, respect and civility
• Alignment to mission and vision
• Focus on quality and delivery of outputs
Capability Review suggested a future focus on:
• Engagement with key partners
• Political acumen
• Scalable decision making processes
• Managing underperformance
• Workforce diversity
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State of the Service
survey results
The 2015 State of the Service survey showed
favourable results for the ABS overall but suggested
a future focus on:
• High performance culture
• Visibility of senior leaders
• Risk and change management
• Performance management
• Learning and career development
• Communication

Who are we transforming for?
Our community

Our partners

Our organisation

Our people

• Improved data
matching
• Informed use of
statistics
• Evidence based
policy and
programs
• Less burden on
households and
businesses

• Greater
responsiveness
• Improved
collaboration
• Quicker to market
• Less red tape

• Ongoing
sustainability
• Greater influence
and reach
• More dynamic –
able to respond to
future challenges

• Greater flexibility
• More satisfying
work
• New skills and
opportunities
• More diverse and
engaged culture
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Who are our stakeholders?
Lifeline
Users
Reserve Bank of Australia,
Universities and members
of the public

Co-producers
Assistant Minister to
the Treasury

Organisations that we partner
with to produce statistics
eg. Department of Agriculture
and Water Resources and
the Australian Institute
of Family Studies

Stakeholders
Providers

Funders

Households and
businesses who give us
information

Organisations that pay us
to provide statistics eg.
Department of Health and
Department of Social
Services

Our vision and priorities
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Our transformation goals

One ABS Transformation
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Transformation - past and future

Environment
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Strategy

Governance
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People

Culture
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Infrastructure

International collaborations
• Significant benefits - can we afford not to?
(the large costs of going alone)
• Takes time and commitment to succeed
• Concrete progress (GSBPM etc)
• Mixed results – further thinking needed on
success enablers (different models, better
environment now – more tools available,
better technology (services etc)?
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Standards based modernisation
• Foundational infrastructure based on
international standards
• Business process reeengineering
• Enterprise wide capabilities
• Configuration and on-boarding
• Enabling activities

Key learnings so far
• Needs to be driven from the top down
• Takes longer than expected
• Difficult without appropriate additional
resourcing
• Early training of key staff essential
• Importance of knowledge management as staff
leave, time passes
• Build in contingency funding or key review points
• Allocate skilled staff
• Commit to de-commissioning legacy systems
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